Certikin has built an enviable reputation for high quality and technical innovation in the field of swimming pool equipment. This reputation for quality is reflected in our latest range of swimming pool ladders.
Engineered in the highest quality grade 316 stainless steel, suitable for use in both fresh water and salt water pools, the Certikin ladders are the result of a programme of research and development into ultimate durability, optimum safety and maximum comfort. Carefully designed ergonomics non-slip stainless steel treads. The pinch anchor fixing is produced to Certikin’s unique design.

Every Certikin ladder is constructed using 41mm (1.77”) diameter stainless steel tube, with stainless steel treads and eccentricas which are coated in a protective scratch resistant finish, to be removed after installation. This high specification has enabled Certikin to offer one superior quality range of ladders, ruggedly constructed to withstand the rigours of both commercial and domestic use.

These are five styles of ladder in the new Certikin range, to cover both commercial and domestic applications, and all are available with two, three, four or five treads.

Each ladder is supplied complete with all components packed in one box.